[Bi- and tridimensional reconstruction with spiral computerized tomography in esophageal neoplasms. Preliminary clinical applications].
Spiral CT allows rapid data acquisition in an entire anatomical region during a single breath-hold and permits to obtain 2D and 3D reconstructions with good diagnostic accuracy. We investigated the capabilities of spiral CT reconstructions in demonstrating esophageal cancers. Spiral CT was performed in 10 patients with esophageal cancers and in 3 patients who underwent endoprostheses placement with surgical or interventional procedures. Bidimensional (MPR, CPR, MIP) and three-dimensional reconstructions with Shaded Surface Display (SSD) were obtained at the end of each exam. In the analysis of the results, CT reconstructions were compared with previous barium esophagography. Some of the main semiologic patterns were considered: tumor visualization, longitudinal extent of the neoplasm and its relationships with adjacent structures. MPRs were obtained in 9 patients and allowed to visualize the esophageal lumen with a filling defect, the neoplastic mass and its longitudinal and extraluminal extent. SSD reconstructions was obtained in 7 patients and allowed a good assessment of longitudinal neoplasm extent in 6 patients. Neoplastic mass visualization and extraluminal tumor extent were difficult to assess in all cases. MIP reconstructions were obtained in all patients and demonstrated longitudinal neoplasm extent with good accuracy. Neo-plastic tissue was visualized only indirectly through the filling defect of the esophageal lumen. MIP allowed to define, in 5 patients, the relationships of the neoplasms with adjacent vascular structures after the intravenous administration of contrast agent. In conclusion, we consider that Spiral CT reconstructions can be useful for a more accurate staging of esophageal cancers.